‘Are you homesick?’ a witty colleague asked me years ago, as I summarised my PhD project on nostalgia and rhetoric at an annual Shakespeare Association of America conference. Not only did his question reference nostalgia’s origins in *Heimweh*, the disease of homesickness; it also asked me, an American studying in Scotland, if my research was driven by my own subconscious concerns. I said no. Perhaps my ego lied: who wants to be nostalgic? In contemporary usage, to be nostalgic is to be banal, unimaginative, conservative in policy and politics, retrograde in one’s desires (to long to be in Denmark rather than Wittenberg). It is to commodify history, to be open to the commercial exploitation of your memory and the seemingly inevitable longing attached to objects from one’s youth. To be nostalgic is to be lured by the aesthetics and moments of cultural recognition manufactured by *Mad Men* and *Stranger Things*. But as I argue below, such aesthetic manipulation of personal desires is just one way to understand the elusive shape-shifter that is nostalgia.

This book examines William Shakespeare’s use of nostalgia as a political rhetoric that is contingent not strictly on a desire for the past, but on a longing for the future. From the perspective of 2022, such future-oriented nostalgia may no longer seem extraordinary. The COVID-19 pandemic created a rupture in real time and, consequently, longings for pre- and post-virus life as well as an eventual ‘lockdown nostalgia’ in those countries beginning to ease restrictions. In 2016, political campaigns across the United States and Europe in particular demonstrated just how potent the idealised past could be as a convincing blueprint for the imagined future. Donald Trump’s enduring and successful reprise of Ronald Reagan’s 1980 ‘Let’s Make America Great Again’; Brexit Leave campaigners’ discourse of Britain’s past glories as reclaimable only by leaving the EU; Geert Wilders’s use of the iconography of seventeenth-century admiral Michiel de Ruyter to demand
‘Nederland terugveroveren’, ‘Reconquer the Netherlands’. The success of these politicians and campaigns exemplified after the fact the power of such rhetoric.

The origins of Shakespeare’s Golden Ages predate these developments, but as I argue it is precisely the suasive force of nostalgia that Shakespeare stages by coupling it to moments of historical crisis which depend on a future vision for their success. I make this connection between the present and the past not to insist on nostalgia’s transhistoricity – indeed, this book argues that nostalgia is influenced by historically- and culturally-specific ideas. In staging nostalgic rhetoric’s consistent ability to persuade, Shakespeare offers a dramatic innovation that requires his audience to evaluate just what the desire for the past and its presence in the future can achieve.

It has been a long journey to get to this page, and the debts I have are many. The Amsterdam School of Historical Studies has funded vital research and conference trips. I am grateful to audiences in Amsterdam, Belfast, Berlin, New York, Cambridge, London, Split and York, and to SAA seminar colleagues – particularly Chris Crosbie – at locations across North America for questions, comments and ideas that have influenced this book. For funding to attend the ‘Pasts of Early Modern Britain’ weekend seminar with Daniel Woolf in 2017 and the ‘Shakespeare and Political Thought’ spring seminar with Conal Condren in 2007, I am happily indebted to the Folger Shakespeare Library and thankful to those seminars’ excellent leaders and participants. My thanks to Conal for his friendship and support over the ensuing fifteen years. The Folger is an invaluable scholarly refuge, and Owen Williams and the library staff have my sincere thanks for their hospitality and help. The Huntington Library has my sincere appreciation for a short-term fellowship that enabled me to do research on time and on Burton’s Anatomy. For their enthusiasm for this project, my thanks to Michelle Houston at EUP and series editors Lorna Hutson, Joe Moshenska, Katherine Ibbett and Kathryn Murphy. I am grateful to anonymous readers at Edinburgh and Cambridge for their serious, generous attention to my work.

The journey has also been long in a literal sense, from the US to Scotland to the US to the Netherlands, my adopted home. A conversation about Juliet and a Shakespeare class with Joan Holmer at Georgetown University effectively changed the course of my life, and I am grateful for her encouragement and enthusiasm then and since. Maya Roth at Georgetown likewise has my deep appreciation for her support across the years. The School of English at the University of St Andrews provided an intellectually challenging and generous postgraduate environment, and the early modern cohort in particular – Alex
Davis, Eric Langley, Andy Murphy, the late Barbara Murray, Neil Rhodes and Lorna Hutson – played a crucial role in my development as a scholar. Alex and Philip Schwyzer provided important suggestions that found their way into various chapters here, and I am sincerely grateful for their careful and critical reading. Lorna supervised the PhD that has become this book, and she deserves my lasting appreciation for her stewardship and support over the years, and for modelling how to be a generous scholar and teacher.

At the University of Amsterdam, I am deeply appreciative of my colleagues in the English Department and across the Faculty of Humanities and fortunate that so many of these colleagues have become dear friends. The collegiality of Nick Carr, Rudolph Glitz and Ben Moore warrants particular mention. Thank you Manon Parry and Astrid Bracke for constant and generous friendship. I remain astounded by the luck I had that Tara MacDonald and Jane Lewty were at the UvA when I arrived in 2012; I am grateful for their willingness to be sounding boards, bastions of support and careful readers. My conference comrade Sarah Lewis has my sincere thanks for her friendship and smart critiques.

I am lucky in my family and friends. In good and bad times, Jen, Elizabeth and Alan Gordon, Donovan McAbee, Sally Crumplin, Peter Kushner, Kate McGladdery, Tara Quinn and Chris Jones offered laughter and warmth in Fife. I am grateful to my Amsterdam gang, Tamara van Kessel, Toni Pape, Mark Vicente and Simon Tindemans for good talks, walks, dinners; for so much. Without Rob Carson and Bronnie Johnston, my (academic) life would have less joy and wit in it. I am grateful to Rob for his abiding friendship, intelligence and support in the many years since our fortuitous meeting in Conal’s seminar. Bronnie has been overwhelmingly generous with her time, her critical eye and her encouragement, and I am thankful for her. Aisling O’Suilleabhain’s three decades of friendship and love keep me steady. Finally, I am sincerely grateful for the kindness and spirit of my schoonfamilie, particularly Paul De Jong, Barbara de Vries and Dirk De Jong. Thank you to my brother, Erik Johanson, for being in the world. The incomparable Wouter De Jong has six years of my thank yous behind him and a lifetime of them ahead for all of his gifts, but most especially his humour, his patience and his love. Finally, I dedicate this book to my parents, Patti and Tim, as a small gesture of gratitude for their unwavering support and love across all the miles and all the years.

Whatever the faults of this book, they are my own.
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